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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

Whilewe knowconsiderably aboutmandate responsiveness (Klingemann,Ho�erbert, andBudge 1994; Stokes

2001; Roberts 2010), policy congruence (Huber and Powell 1994; Kang and Powell 2010; Powell 2013), party

responsiveness to voters’ preferences (Adams et al. 2004; Ezrow et al. 2010; Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu

2011; Schumacher, de Vries, and Vis 2013) and priorities (Spoon and Klüver 2014; Wagner and Meyer 2014;

Klüver and Spoon N.d.), we still know much less on the determinants of policy responsiveness. Apart from

few remarkable exceptions (Stimson, Mackuen, and Erikson 1995; Erikson, Mackuen, and Stimson 2002; Ho-

bolt and Klemmensen 2008; Hakhverdian 2010; Green and Jennings 2012a), the literature on governmental

policy responsiveness (Wlezien 1995; Soroka and Wlezien 2010) and dynamic agenda representation (John,

Bevan, and Jennings 2011; Mortensen et al. 2011; Bevan and Jennings 2014) analysing the opinion-policy link in

dynamic perspective seems to bemissing a crucial aspect of the democratic process: party competition and, es-

pecially, the incentives competition produces to trigger responsiveness of governments to citizens’ preferences

and priorities.

In fact, previous research shows that di�erent policy issues promote di�erent levels of responsiveness and

that the latter also depends on public issue salience (e.g.Miller and Stokes 1963; Page and Shapiro 1983;Hobolt

and Klemmensen 2005; Soroka and Wlezien 2010), di�erent institutional arrangements (Hobolt and Klem-

mensen 2008; Wlezien and Soroka 2012), electoral pressure (Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008), electoral prox-

imity (Canes-Wrone 2004; Canes-Wrone and Shotts 2004) and the size and intensity of protest (Morales et al.

2014). Yet the relationship between party competition, and its incentives, and governmental policy respons-

iveness to public issue priorities is still unclear and underdeveloped for the following reasons.

This paper developson thenegative conclusion foundbyBevan and Jennings (2014) that public issueprior-

ities (in the United Kingdom and the United States) do not have any in�uence on government expenditures.

What the authors conclude is that, unlike executive speeches and legislation, ‘spending is not responsive to

public concern about the “most important problem” in contrast to relative preferences’ (Bevan and Jennings

2014: 52; but see Wlezien 2005). The reason why public priorities would not have an impact on spending

is that, since budgets have directional implications, changes in the most important problem/issue question

are not directional, that is, the public cannot signal whether it wants more or less spending on a given policy

domain (Jennings and Wlezien 2012). Yet this is rather di�erent from the conclusion that Hobolt and Klem-

mensen (2008) reached using public priorities in the same countries with the addition of Denmark. Indeed,

they actually �nd that, in several domains, themore an issue becomes salient to the public, themore the govern-

ment spends on that issue and this is also conditional to other factors such as electoral pressure and institutional
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1. Introduction

di�erences 1.

Moreover, the few studies linking dynamic representation/responsiveness and competitive incentives are

based on a very small number of countries – essentially due to data availability issues, as reasonably long time-

series for public opinion and policy as well as othermediating factors thatmight a�ect this relationship are not

available for a large number of countries – and tend to address the research question on a case study level or

comparing di�erences among a few number of countries (usually no more than three).

For these reasons, this paper is stimulated by the negative conclusion found by Bevan and Jennings (2014)

and, in line with Hobolt and Klemmensen (2008), argues that perhaps the in�uence of public priorities on

government spending is not (also) direct but conditional to other factors. However, unlike previous studies,

the modeling strategy is slightly di�erent since the aim is not primarily to explain country di�erences but to

assess whether this mediating relationship between competitive incentives and governmental policy respons-

iveness holds across time and across countries.

Building on the theoretical insights from political competition as a multidimensional concept (Bartolini

1999, 2000) as well as from the spatial model of elections (Downs 1957; Adams 2001) and the saliency theory

of party competition (Budge and Farlie 1983), this paper aims to contribute to the literature on dynamic rep-

resentation and assess whether competitive incentives have an e�ect on governmental policy responsiveness

in between elections. More precisely, the analysis focuses on three main competitive incentives that can be

conceived as necessary conditions for responsiveness: government’s electoral vulnerability, the political o�er

di�erentiation, and electoral proximity.

Using government expenditure by policy function as policy indicator of government activity, the author

conducts a pooled time-series cross-section (TSCS) analysis with a reasonably long time span ranging from

1980 to 2009 in �ve countries (Canada, Germany, Spain, the UK and the US) in six policy domains: defence,

education, health, housing, labour/unemployment and welfare. This analysis suggests that incentives from

electoral competition seem not to matter much for governmental responsiveness to public priorities when it

comes to budget. Speci�cally, when signi�cant, the interaction between public opinion and government’s

electoral vulnerability suggests that the government spends more on the issue in response to an increase in

public issue salience when the government is electorally safer rather than vulnerable. Secondly, no clear evid-

ence if found for a bene�cial e�ect of electoral decidability as condition facilitating responsiveness. Rather,

disagreement (or high polarisation) seems to reduce responsiveness. Thirdly, when government spending is

used, electoral proximity does not essentially make a di�erence.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the few studies linking electoral competition and policy

1Though policy issue and policy category/domain do not mean the same thing, they are used interchangeably along the paper.
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responsiveness in dynamic representation. Section 3 introduces the framework and develops the hypotheses.

Section 4 is devoted to data, measurement andmodel speci�cation. Section 5 presents the results while Section

6 concludes and discusses.

2. Electoral Competition and Policy Responsiveness

Responsiveness in politics is a relationship-wise concept, i.e. it implies a connection between citizens and

politicians. This connection has been fundamentally studied under three perspectives: dyadic representation,

collective representation, and dynamic representation. In this section I will concentrate only on the third

approach and on the very few studies linking policy responsiveness and electoral competition and, broadly

speaking, institutional components 2.

Stimson and colleagues’ (1995) seminal work (but see also Erikson, Mackuen, and Stimson 2002) can be

acknowledged as the �rst e�ort to introduce a dynamic feature in the study of representation and responsive-

ness. Public opinion moves meaningfully over time, government o�cials sense this movement, those o�cials

alter their behaviour in response to the sensedmovement (Stimson,Mackuen, and Erikson 1995). Here, policy

responsiveness acts through two mechanisms: (1) elections change the government’s political composition,

which is then re�ected in new policy (electoral turnover) and (2) policymakers calculate future (mainly elect-

oral) implications of current public views and act accordingly (rational anticipation). The advantage is that

there are two avenues, one acts through parties (partisanship of government) while the other is a dynamic

direct component. Public opinion in�uences election outcomes and both have an impact on public policy.

When political institutions are added to dynamic representation the picture becomes increasingly com-

plex. In their comparative study on Denmark, the UK and the US, Hobolt and Klemmensen (2008) classify

responsiveness as rhetorical, when analysing executive speeches, and e�ective, when dealing with government

expenditures. Citizens’ priorities are captured using the so-called ‘most important problem’ (MIP) question.

Assuming that issue salience is a key component of political competition, Hobolt and Klemmensen select two

main institutional factors and conceptualise competition as contestability, de�ned as the uncertainty facing

the executive in electoral contexts (for a di�erent conceptualisation see Strom 1989, 1992; Bartolini 1999), and

executive discretion, which refers to the constraints faced by the executive in the legislative process. Though

the impact of institutional features (electoral system, separation of powers, con�ict of interest between the

executive and the legislature) is tested in their study, the most interesting hypothesis for this paper is the one

2Although legitimately part of the dynamic representation approach, the author deliberately leaves out from this list the fruitful
research on party responsiveness/representation (Adams et al. 2004; Ezrow et al. 2010; Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu 2011;
Schumacher, de Vries, and Vis 2013; Spoon and Klüver 2014;Wagner andMeyer 2014; Klüver and SpoonN.d.) because it refers to
party manifestos rather than policy.
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regarding electoral uncertainty: the greater the uncertainty about future electoral contests, the higher the re-

sponsiveness of the executive (Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008: 314), which is con�rmed in some policy areas

but not in others (see also Hakhverdian 2010).

Similarly, Soroka and Wlezien (2010: 137-140) test the marginality hypothesis in the US, the UK and

Canada using their thermostatic model for social domains. According to this approach, a responsive public

behaves much like a thermostat (Wlezien 1995), that is, the public adjusts its preferences for ‘more’ or ‘less’

policy in response to what policymakers do. When policy increases (decreases), the preference for more policy

decreases (increases) (Franklin and Wlezien 1997; Soroka and Wlezien 2010). Here, ‘the opinion-policy rela-

tionship suggests not just that policymakers respond to the public, but that the public adjusts its preferences

over time in reaction to policy change’ (Soroka and Wlezien 2004). The authors �nd that the interaction

betweenmarginality and preferences is negative and signi�cant only for the US, meaning that when vote mar-

gins increase governmental responsiveness to public preferences decreases. They account for the negative �nd-

ings for theUK andCanada suggesting that, perhaps, governments aremore sensitive to vote intentions rather

than vote shares and that marginality probably does not adequately captures the e�ects of disproportionality

(Soroka andWlezien 2010: 140).

Twomore recent studies connect policy responsiveness as dynamic representationwith institutions (though

without focusing explicitly on electoral competition). Looking at the governmental agenda in the UK and the

US through executive speeches, legislation and budget, Bevan and Jennings (2014) have improved our know-

ledge on dynamic agenda representation and institutions. They �nd that the responsiveness of policy agen-

das to public priorities is greater when institutions are subject to less friction and declines as friction against

policy change increases. Wlezien and Soroka (2012) introduced the institutional component in the connec-

tion between their thermostatic model and three kinds of institutions: (1) the parliamentary/presidential di-

mension, (2) the central/federal dimension, and (3) the proportional/majoritarian dimension of the electoral

system. Although they �nd a moderating e�ect of institutions, however, in line with Golder and Stramski

(2010), they seem to agree that we do not actually know which is the best electoral system for representa-

tion/responsiveness and this constitutes a real challenge for future research.

However, beyond the dichotomous antagonismbetweenplurality/proportional electoral systems andma-

joritarian/proportional vision of democracy (Lijphart 1999; Powell 2000), only a few studies focus on the re-

lationship between electoral competition and government responsiveness and this is exactly the gap this study

is interested in. In particular, this paper studies policy responsiveness to public priorities and is stimulated by

the negative �nding reported by Bevan and Jennings (2014) that, unlike executive speeches and legislation, the

budget is not responsive to public priorities. This conclusion is not particularly striking on its own, as pre-
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vious research has already found that responsiveness tends to decline when we move from more symbolic to

more substantive activities (Cohen 1997: 26-28; but see also Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008), but pushes us to

go further. In fact, this paper argues that the impact of public priorities on government spending may not be

direct but it can be mediated by other factors. Developing an empirical framework of electoral competition

for policy responsiveness, this paper is interested in assessing whether competitive incentives have an in�uence

on policy responsiveness in-between elections and applies the framework to government spending.

3. A Framework for Responsiveness

The theoretical framework stylised in Figure 1 builds on the so-called Friedrich’s (1963) ‘mechanism of anti-

cipated reactions’ and argues that if governments aim to be reelected, they will be more likely to reach such a

goal if they respond sympathetically to citizens’ preferences and priorities (see Bartolini 1999). The argument is

cynical in the very Downsian sense that governments pursue policies in order to be reelected rather than seek-

ing reelection to implement policies 3 (for an opposite perspective see, for instance, Jacobs and Shapiro 2000).

Only if politicians are worried about the reactions of voters will they be ‘constantly piloted by the anticipation

of those reactions’ (Sartori 1977: 350). Yet this mechanism of democracy is an indirect mechanism since ‘there

is no sense inwhich the people’s will is translated directly into law’ therefore politicians are ‘obliged to respond

to the electorate’s preferences by anticipation’ (Miller 1983: 134, emphasis in original).

Governments would then be more likely to be worried about voters’ reactions if some competitive in-

centives occur. Figure 1 shows how governmental responsiveness to public opinion is mediated by three main

incentives coming from party competition: (1) electoral vulnerability, which refers to the electoral uncertainty

the government faces in between elections; (2) electoral decidability, that is, how clear and di�erentiated the

political o�er is within the party system; (3) electoral proximity, which simply refers to the pressure the gov-

ernment faces when elections are approaching.

Put it di�erently, this research combines two di�erent perspectives on electoral competition: turnover

propensity and ideological proximity. While turnover propensity can be de�ned as the ‘(perceived) probability

of a change in o�ce at the next election’, ideological proximity looks at the ‘degree to which candidates or

parties vie for the support of the same voters’ (Selb 2013). Both perspectives are related ‘since the distribution

and intensity of party loyalties determine the likelihood of su�cient vote shifts to change the winning party’

(Elkins 1974). In this research, the ideological proximity perspective is approached not in terms of overlapping

party potentials –measures for parties, party dyads and party systems based on sympathy scores or probability-

3Of course, reelection is not the unique goal of politicians, as Strom (1990), for instance, recalls. Nonetheless, politicians could not
achieve other goals unless they are able to remain in o�ce. This is particularly true for legislators (Mayhew 1974; Sulkin 2005), but
the same logic can be easily applied to the incumbent government as well.
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to-vote (PTV) items (Tillie 1995; van der Eijk et al. 2006) – but rather on the electoral o�er side and how it

is decidable by voters. The turnover propensity perspective is, instead, approached in terms of uncertainty

about future election outcome à la Elkins, but focused on the incumbent vulnerability.

Figure 1: Empirical framework of electoral competition for policy responsiveness

Source: Author’s own.

Incumbent vulnerability is at the core of the connection between responsiveness and competition. If the

mechanism of democracy stems from the potential electoral sanctions or, in other words, on the will of being

reelected, if the incumbent aims to achieve this goal he will need to anticipate sympathetically voters’ pref-

erences. This mechanism will perform better if the incumbent perceives himself vulnerable (Mayhew 1974;

Fenno 1977). Strom (1989: 280-1) calls this mechanism performance sensitivity, Bartolini (2000) uses the term

incumbent vulnerability, which is the one adopted here. What di�erentiates the notion of vulnerability from

other variants of competitiveness used in the literature such as closeness, uncertainty, decisiveness of elections

or changeability is that all these terms refer to the vulnerability of governments at the election time.

The main di�erence with the notion of vulnerability preferred in this paper lies on the fact that govern-

ments can be vulnerable also during the electoral cycle. In other words, the interest is not in the actual vulner-

ability of governments (Orlowski 2013; Immergut andAbou-Chadi 2014) but in their potential vulnerability as

driver of responsiveness, simply because responsiveness occurs in-between elections. Thoughbothdimensions

of actual past record and present uncertainty should be incorporated into the idea of vulnerability (Bartolini

2000: 52-3), the potential vulnerability is much more relevant than the actual (Barry 1970: 153).

Often the literature on responsiveness, especially in theUS (Cohen 1995;Canes-Wrone 2004;Canes-Wrone

and Shotts 2004), talks about government popularity on behalf of government’s potential vulnerability. This

paper argues that government vulnerability and government popularity are not exactly the same thing. In

fact, from a conceptual viewpoint, vulnerability implies that a party is vulnerable in relation to another party,

while, if a party is unpopular, it does not necessarily mean that its main opponent is popular. Given this

crucial distinction, empirical evidence on the impact of this competitive incentive on responsiveness is still
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contradictory.

For instance, some studies report no particular impact of presidential popularity on responsiveness to

public concern (Cohen 1995) and that ‘unpopular presidents are not more likely than popular ones to sup-

port positions endorsed by majority opinion’ (Canes-Wrone 2004: 487), while other studies show that more

popular presidents do feel less pressure to promote policies in line with the public (for a review, see Manza

and Cook 2002) or �nd support for a nonmonotonic relationship (Canes-Wrone and Shotts 2004). Outside

the American context, the hypothesis that electoral pressure increases government responsiveness to citizens’

preferences andpriorities �nds con�rmation inboth case studies and comparative research (Hakhverdian 2010;

Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008), though the e�ect varies from policy area to policy area. Since this paper ar-

gues in favour of a bene�cial e�ect of vulnerability on responsiveness, a hypothesis linking these two concepts

will take the following shape:

H1a (The Electoral Vulnerability Hypothesis). The more vulnerable the government, the more likely it

will be responsive to public priorities.

By applying the Electoral Vulnerability Hypothesis to government spending we should expect the gov-

ernment to spend more when the issue becomes more salient to the public and the government is vulnerable.

However, a di�erent argument would be that since issue salience is per se an incentive for responsiveness, as

previous research has shown, the e�ect of electoral vulnerability would be minor or even irrelevant when the

issue is already salient to the public. In other words, the two incentives might not necessarily go together.

Given this caveat, we could also expect vulnerability to play a major role when the issue is less or not salient

therefore a counter-hypothesis would be the following:

H1b (The Alternative Vulnerability Hypothesis). Government’s electoral vulnerability is more likely to

a�ect policy responsiveness when the issue is not very salient to the public.

In this sense, we would expect the government to spend more on an issue, when the issue is less salient to

the public and the government is more vulnerable.

Decidability of the political o�er (Bartolini 2000; but see also Dalton 1985: 294) is not a new topic in the

literature and has important implications for voting decisions. In fact, the more a party’s position on an issue

is transparent for a voter or the more a voter is aware of partisan di�erences on an issue (Carsey and Layman

2006), the higher the chance she will take this into account in her voting decisions and the lower the chance

to vote for a party that does not match her preference (Carmines and Stimson 1980; Alvarez and Nagler 2004;
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Walgrave and Lefevere 2013: 6).

The relationship between party policy positions in relation to voter policy positions is well explored in

studies of representation in dynamic perspective. Empirical work �nds support, in both the American and

European party systems, for the spatial model of elections’ prediction that vote-seeking parties tailor their

policy promises to voters’ policy preferences (Erikson,Mackuen, and Stimson 2002; Adams et al. 2004; Ezrow

2007).

In their research on citizens and parties’ left-right ideological shifts in Europe, Adams and colleagues �nd

that ‘parties systematically respond to shifts in public opinion only in situations where opinion shifts in a

direction that is clearly disadvantageous to the party’ and �nd no evidence that ‘parties adjust their ideologies

in response to past election results’ (Adams et al. 2004: 590). Elsewhere they ask whether parties respond

to the ideological shifts of their supporters or to those of the median voter in the electorate. As opposed

to niche parties sensitivity to shifts of their mean supporter, mainstream parties tend to adjust their positions

according to shifts in themean voter position (Ezrow et al. 2010). Moreover, voters seem to adjust neither their

perceptions of parties’ positions in response to the policy statements in parties’ election manifestos nor their

own positions or their partisan loyalties in response to these policy statements (Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-

Topcu 2011: 371). In contrast, Adams and colleagues �nd that European citizens adjust their positions and

their partisan loyalties in response to the parties’ policy images (Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu 2011: 371).

Hence ‘voters react to what they perceive the parties stand for, but these perceptions do notmatch upwith the

actual statements in the parties’ policy manifestos’ (Adams, Ezrow, and Somer-Topcu 2011: 371-2, emphasis in

original), so the authors stress a disconnect between what the elites say and voters reactions.

Ironically, the studies on governmental policy responsiveness (as well as governmental agenda represent-

ation), reviewed in the previous section, completely neglect the role of electoral decidability as competitive

incentive to explain the likelihood of policy responsiveness. When parties elaborate their political o�er they

take on di�erent policy positions. They can do that in many ways. Parties can either compete in a crueler

and direct confrontational way, as the Downsian theory predicts, or they can compete in a more dynamic

and smooth way emphasising and de-emphasising certain issues, as the saliency theory suggests (Budge and

Farlie 1983). Parties can even blur their positions on issues that would penalise them (e.g. Green and Hobolt

2008; Rovny 2012, 2013). However they do it, parties signal something to their voters. If what parties signal is

clear and di�erentiated then the consequences for responsiveness may be di�erent than if what parties signal

is unclear and undi�erentiated.

If the political o�er is unclear and undi�erentiated, i.e. undecidable, and parties can blur their policy

positions then it will be harder for voters to choose the o�er that is rationally closer to their preferences (Key
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1966; Page 1978; Alvarez and Nagler 2004; though see, for instance, Lupia and McCubbins 1998). This is

where other factors di�erent than policy arguments can prevail for voters to decide on their political choice.

Such elements can be related, for instance, to phenomena of party identi�cation or issue competence (e.g.

Campbell et al. 1960; Stokes 1966). In this case, the choice of voters will not essentially be the consequence of

the political o�er or, at least, not only of that and a retrospective evaluation will prevail (Key 1966). If party

responsiveness to public opinion is understood in terms of policy and if the choice of voters is successfully

deviated from their policy choice then for parties it is no longer strictly necessary to respond to the policy

preferences/priorities of the public – because if the political o�er is undecidable the choice of voters cannot

be interpreted in response to the political o�er itself (Bartolini 2000). This makes it really hard to say whether

we can still talk about policy responsiveness. In fact, this makes it really hard to say whether we can talk about

responsiveness at all: ‘since government actions are concealed from the citizens, there is no need to dowhat the

people want’ (Page 1976: 750). If parties are able to collude and deviate the attention on other issues that are

not related to policy then the choice of voters will be hardly interpretable as policy preference and this would

create a clear incentive for parties not to respond to public policy preferences.

Since this paper looks at citizens’ priorities and not at citizens’ preferences, the theory behind decidability

and responsiveness requires an adjustment. In fact, as empirical applications of the saliency theory of party

competition show, it is reasonable that parties compete not only in a confrontational way but also taking

positions by emphasising the importance of certain issues compared to others. This theoretical adaptation

of party competition in terms of emphasis rather than directionality relates well with the idea that, before

showing preferences, people have priorities and evaluate issues according to their perceived importance (see

Wlezien 2005; Bevan and Jennings 2014: 39). More than that, the saliency theory of party competition allows

to compare the priorities of the public and the positions emphasised by parties. A hypothesis concerning

decidability would then be the following:

H2 (The Electoral Decidability Hypothesis). The more di�erentiated the position emphasised by parties

on a given policy issue, the higher the likelihood of policy responsiveness to public priorities.

Though not addressed in this paper, it is worth noting that vulnerability and decidability are not simply

additive dimensions and futurework should account for the relationship and, especially, the trade-o�sbetween

the two. For instance, extreme values in both dimensions are not necessarily good as themaximisation of elect-

oral vulnerability might lead to a ‘permanent campaign’ syndrome whereas maximising electoral decidability

would lead to excessive polarisation. On the other side, no decidability would imply no di�erentiation of the

o�er and no vulnerability would essentiallymean no anticipated reactions of incumbents (for a full discussion,
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see Bartolini 2000: 57-58).

An additional competitive incentive for responsiveness is considered. This element is often called electoral

connection (Mayhew 1974) or electoral proximity (Canes-Wrone and Shotts 2004). Though it is not their

only goal, politicians are in general interested in reelection and concerned when elections are approaching

thus elections are described as a very powerful potential driver of responsiveness (Stimson, Mackuen, and

Erikson 1995; Manin, Przeworski, and Stokes 1999a). In fact, politicians will �nd it faster and less risky to

respond to public opinion rather than to attempt to change it (see, e.g. Jacobs and Shapiro 2000). Moreover,

because voters are unlikely toobserve the outcomeof apolicy choicemade shortly before an election, presidents

are more likely to cater current opinion as the next election is coming (Canes-Wrone and Shotts 2004: 693).

Results from the literature on electoral proximity and responsiveness are still ambiguous and further research is

worth to exploring this relationship. For instance, the hypothesis �nds con�rmation in the American context

where reelection-seeking presidents are more likely to endorse popular policies in the second half of the term

(Canes-Wrone andShotts 2004). Moreover, studyingnuclear energy policy in 13 countries after the Fukushima

disaster, Morales et al. (2014) �nd that proximity to elections was indeed a powerful incentive, in association

with other factors, in all the three cases – Germany, Italy and Switzerland – that undertook substantial policy

responsiveness. On the other side, evidence fromSpain reveals that policymakers aremore responsive to public

priorities immediately after elections and when the executive governs without a majority (Chaqués Bonafont

and Palau 2011) 4.

But how does electoral proximity relate to the budget? Though between-country variation may exist due

to institutional friction, budgetary policy is highly incremental and occasionally punctuated by large changes

(Jones et al. 2009). Changing budgets (and observing the e�ects of this change) simply takes time (Tsebelis

1995; Garrett andMitchell 2001). More than that, when setting budgets, policymakers are constrained by veto

players (Tsebelis 1995) aswell as social, economic and international realities that are largely beyond their control

(Epp, Lovett, and Baumgartner 2014). This means that also governmental responsiveness to public opinion

would be subject to the ‘empirical law of public budgets’ (Jones et al. 2009). Therefore, the expectation would

be that governments would not be more responsive when elections are approaching, that is, they would not

generally spendmore when the public becomesmore concerned on that issue the closer we get to the elections

(also because budgets are decided one year ahead).

H3 (The Electoral Proximity Hypothesis). Given the ‘empirical law of public budgets’, governments are

4This might suggest that the relationship between responsiveness and the electoral cycle is not linear but curvilinear, with respons-
iveness higher in the �rst year after elections, probably in line with the so-called honeymoon e�ect, but decreasing during the
legislative term and increasing again in the election year.
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not likely to be more responsive when elections are approaching.

4. Data, Measurement, andModel Speci�cation

4.1. Measuring the Independent Variables

4.1.1. Public Issue Priorities

Public issue priorities aremeasuredusing themost important problem/issue (MIP/MII) question,which gives

citizens the opportunity to state their priorities. While some surveys ask respondents to spot themost import-

ant problem their country is facing, other surveys ask them to spot the most important issue. Though the

MIP/MII question is widely used as indicator of public opinion, such a question has been criticised for sev-

eral reasons, especially for the conceptual fuzziness between importance and salience, on the one hand, and

between issues and problems, on the other hand (seeWlezien 2005; Jennings andWlezien 2011). Nevertheless,

when comparingMIP andMII, Jennings andWlezien (2011) �nd that, though for some issues some variation

does exist, they essentially mean the same for respondents 5.

4.1.2. Electoral Vulnerability

Government’s electoral vulnerability is de�ned as the electoral uncertainty the government faces in between

elections. Essentially, the literature distinguishes betweenmeasures of actual vulnerability–basedon aggregate

electoral data such as indices of electoral competitiveness, the closeness of electoral result, the frequency of

turnover (among the others, see Blais and Lago 2009; Grofman and Selb 2009; André, Depauw, and Martin

2014) – andmeasures of potential vulnerability – based on survey or opinionpoll data such as voting intentions

andpresidential approval (Hobolt andKlemmensen 2008) and voter’s propensity to vote (Kroh, van der Brug,

and van der Eijk 2007; van der Eijk andOppenhuis 1991; Tillie 1995). Here, the idea of the existence of potential

vote switchers becomes a function of government vulnerability.

Measures based on actual vulnerability and on voter’s propensity to vote involve, however, relevant is-

sues when we want to explain government responsiveness with electoral vulnerability, for two reasons. First,

responsiveness occurs not at election time but in-between elections (Manin, Przeworski, and Stokes 1999b;

Narud and Esaiasson 2013) therefore using measures of vulnerability based on election data would be di�cult

5Since time-series ofMIP/MII in the UK and Spain are available in more than one data point per year (depending in which months
the question has been asked) and polling institutes in these countries provide the two and three most important problems/issues
combined, respectively, responses are then averaged on a yearly basis and standardised to total 100 percent to make them compar-
able to the other series. Since data for the Gallup’s MIP question in the UK are not available after 2001, Ipsos-MORI’s MII data
are also used; when overlapping, the two series are combined and averaged.
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4. Data, Measurement, and Model Specification

if not misleading. Using measures based on voter’s propensity to vote would not be salvation since such data

come frompre-election surveys and hence not available at least on a yearly basis. Whatmattersmost is whether

governments feel vulnerable before the elections. This is about uncertainty (Elkins 1974). Sometimes, themar-

gin of victorymight be larger thanwhat surveys were anticipating, and importantly, they can change over time

between two elections. Therefore, it would be much better to measure vulnerability with survey estimates for

each year, rather than using the single value of the posterior elections for all 3-5 years prior to the elections. For

these reasons, a measure of government’s electoral vulnerability based on vote intentions is proposed 6.

Government’s electoral vulnerability is computed subtracting for each year the vote intentions for the

government parties to the vote intentions for the relevant oppositionparties (for theUS, presidential approvals

are used subtracting approval from disapproval). Indeed, when a voter assigns her preference for a party she

is already reasonably aware of the strength of her preferred party and the other relevant parties in the party

system 7. Now, the main question becomes which parties to include. For the government the job is simple, as

all parties in government should be considered (though see SI for the special case of grand coalitions). What

is harder is to de�ne what the relevant opposition is 8. Relevant opposition includes those parties receiving

vote intentions the government might be vulnerable from, considering those who are not direct rivals in the

competition for government but that might still be able to change the electoral result to the detriment of

the government. Therefore, it would not be logical to include all opposition parties, as well as it would be

misleading to include only the two main competitors. In fact, if ‘party A will almost always focus on party B,

and vice versa’ then ‘each may fail to respond to shifts that threaten to condemn both to a marginal position’

(Mair, Müller, and Plasser 2004: 271).

Hence, party selection must be done on a case-by-case basis since relevant parties change across countries.

What matters for the stability of the measure is that relevant opposition parties must be included every time

the parties they are able to frighten are in government. Indeed, the partial inclusion of some parties might

seriously underestimate or overestimate vulnerability in a given country. Figure 2 shows the level of govern-

ment electoral vulnerability by country for the reference period (see SI for how the measure is constructed).

6This means that the interest is not in the overall vulnerability of the party system and that the focus is on vulnerability only from
an electoral perspective; indeed, governments can be vulnerable for many other reasons not directly connected to elections.

7Perhaps, bigger partners are more likely to seek reelection than smaller partners, who rather may prefer to implement some policies
they have the ownership of or prefer to hold certain o�ce. Sometimes government parties are not even stressed about votes simply
because their success to stay in government might not even depend entirely on votes. Some parties are more driven by policy – no
matter what this will result in at the next election – therefore they push through reforms which harm their election results. Given
this complexity, no party goal is explicitly prioritised and the assumption is that all coalition members are interested in reelection
to some extent.

8It is worth noting that, unlike measures of popularity (e.g. Canes-Wrone and Shotts 2004; Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008), the
argument of vulnerability is that governments do care about the gap separating them from the relevant opposition parties and are
worried about their competitors. Moreover, on the one hand, if government popularity goes down, it does not necessarily mean
that opposition popularity is going up; on the other hand, even if vote intentions for the government go down, the government
might still be safe: vulnerability occurs when the main competitors are also included in the picture.
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A threshold of 5 percent above which governments can be said to be safe has been arbitrarily imposed. Ac-

cording to Figure 2, the level of vulnerability changes considerably across countries and time. For instance, the

UK (1988-2009) experiences considerably vulnerable governments, also given the inclusion of LibDem in the

measure, as well as Canada (1988-2004). Conversely, the US (1980-2004) is a case of pretty safe presidential

governments, while Germany (1986-2004) and Spain (1986-2009) are in-between 9.
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Figure 2: Electoral vulnerability of governments (percentage values)

Source: Author’s own using data from Environics Focus (Canada), Politbarometer (Germany), Centro de Investigaciones
Sociológicas (Spain), Wlezien et al. (2013); Green and Jennings (2012b) (UK), Gallup (US).

4.1.3. Electoral Decidability

Though the concept of electoral decidability is potentially broader andmore than one indicator could be pro-

posed to capture its sub-dimensions, the paper focuses on the key aspect of the concept, which refers to the

dispersion of the political o�er on a given issue in a given party system. For this reason, data from the Com-

parativeManifestos Project (CMP), which analyses partymanifestos for 56 countries throughout the post-war

period (Volkens et al. 2014), are used (for an extensive discussion of the goodness and drawbacks of the data,

9The German data stop voluntarily in 2004 given the di�culty in treating the 2005 grand coalition government; but see SI for a
longer discussion of such special cases.
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the author fully delegates to Laver 2001; Benoit and Laver 2006; Meyer 2013) 10.

The literature provides valuable measures which have been applied to other research questions. Since this

paper uses CMPdata, the author applies Ezrow’s (2007) version of party systemdispersion not to the left-right

ideological position – as he does – but to speci�c policy categories. Ezrow’s measure is a variation of Alvarez

and Nagler’s (2004) party system compactness and is in substance ‘the standard deviation of all of the parties’

policy positions that are reported by the Comparative Manifestos Project for a given election’ (Ezrow 2007:

186) 11. There are important arguments in favour of weighting as well as not weighting the measure by party

size. The reason for weighting is that small parties de facto would have no political in�uence therefore their

policy proposals would ‘not enlarge the menu of policy choices available to voters in any meaningful sense’

(Ezrow 2007: 186). The opposite perspective underlines that weighting would be arbitrary and that the policy

in�uence of a party is not necessarily correlated with its votes or seats. Moreover, even small parties can ful�ll

the function of channel of voters’ policy preferences, regardless of the parties’ in�uence on government policy

outputs.

What seems to bemissing from this discussion is themore interesting possibility that electoral decidability

might depend not as much on party size but rather on issue salience. Put it di�erently, what may matter for

decidability is not how big is a party but how much it talks about the issue in the manifesto. For this reason,

two measures are then proposed: an unweighted measure of party system dispersion (UPSD) and a measure

of party system dispersion weighted by the salience of the issue in the party system (SWPSD) 12.

4.1.4. Electoral Proximity and Controls

To test whether governments are more responsive during the election year a dummy variable is created (1 for

election year, zero otherwise). Following previous research, standard economic indicators for unemployment

rate, in�ation and GDP growth are included as controls given that responsiveness on certain issues can be a

function of the state of the economy. Government ideology is also included as one can expect an issue own-

ership e�ect meaning that, for instance, left-wing governments spend more on left-wing issues and viceversa.

Therefore, responsiveness may also depend on government ideology (as a dummy variable 1 for left-wing gov-

ernments, zero otherwise), although a recent study (Epp, Lovett, and Baumgartner 2014) clearly shows that

the latter has no signi�cant impact whatsoever on spending. Following the intuition by Soroka and Wlezien

10Note that although also party positions can change in-between elections due, for instance, to external shocks (Morales 2014), it is
not heresy to assume that in normal situations they are quite stable during legislative periods. Thus keeping the same value of the
measure of decidability for the whole electoral cycle is theoretically reasonable.

11The application of Ezrow’s measure is explained using the issue of education as an example. The CMP assigns two categories for
education: ‘education expansion’ (per506) and ‘education limitation’ (per507). To get the actual party position on the issue, the
negative category is subtracted from the positive category in absolute terms in order to avoid negative values: |per507-per506|.
Then the computation follows Ezrow (2007: note 9, p. 186). See SI for the CMP categories included.

12Separate analyses have been run also using a measure of party system dispersion weighted by vote share, but see Note 20.
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(2010: 140) that the disproportionality of electoral systemmight have an e�ect on responsiveness, a measure of

disproportionality is included using Gallagher’s (1991) Least squares index. Though the electoral system is cer-

tainly one of themost powerful barriers to entry competition (see e.g. Strom 1992), its e�ect on responsiveness

might not be direct. In other words, electoral contestability is not a necessary condition for responsiveness but

its e�ect is mediated by its impact on other dimensions of competition (Bartolini 1999); for instance, a high

disproportional electoral system would prevent the access of third parties in parliament and this would make

governments less vulnerable and, in turn, this would indirectly undermine responsiveness. Moreover, since

an already reelected US president cannot be reelected for a third time, a dummy variable controlling for this is

also included, as in their second terms presidents might care less about responsiveness (although this possib-

ility might be moderated by the fact that their party can still win the presidency). Finally, some issue-speci�c

controls are also included for some policy domains: a dummy variable accounting for the presence of major

wars in the defence model and a variable accounting for elderly population in the health model, given that

spending in these two policy domains can also be a function of these factors.

4.2. Dependent Variable andModel Speci�cation

This paper tests the hypotheses concerning competitive incentives and policy responsiveness using TSCS data

for �ve advanced democracies – Canada (1988-2004), Germany (1986-2004), Spain (1986-2009), theUK (1988-

2009), and the US (1980-2004) – in six policy domains: defence, education, health, housing, labour / un-

employment and welfare. Though the number of cases is not large due to clear data availability constraints

(especially for data on public priorities and electoral vulnerability), the countries considered in the analysis

register important institutional di�erences and vary considerably on the main independent variables.

The dependent variable is change in government expenditure by policy function as percentage of GDP 13.

The reason of using expenditure as percentage of GDP instead of spending in national currency is that some

countries may spend more than others just because of their size, as also suggested by Garrett and Mitchell

(2001).

Because data are TSCS data, issues derived from both time and space must be taken into account. There

is a vital methodological debate among political scientists and political economists about the use of expendit-

ure as dependent variable and its related modeling issues (see Plümper, Troeger, and Manow 2005). Given

serious problems of autocorrelation in time-series data, some methodologists suggest to include the lag of the

dependent variable in the model (Beck and Katz 1995). Lagging dependent variables lies on two reasons, one

methodological and one theoretical. The methodological reason is to deal with autocorrelation, for observa-

13Although Wlezien and Soroka (2003: 273-4) note that expenditures are not policy per se, so using appropriations would be better
than outlays, they also acknowledge the former are not easily available comparatively.
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tion at time t can depend on observation at time t-1. In other words, there is no time independence and this

is a common issue with all time-series data. This seems to be especially true for expenditure data considered

as highly path dependent (Garrett andMitchell 2001; Jones et al. 2009). The other reason is theoretical and is

related to causality. Lagging a variable is important to establish the time order. Applying the same causality

logic, since expenditures are quite sticky and it may take time to translate citizens’ priorities into policy, it is

common sense to use the lag variable for public opinion as the citizens side of the responsiveness relationship

(Page and Shapiro 1983; Soroka andWlezien 2005; Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008). However, as other meth-

odologists acknowledge, using a lagged dependent variable would depress the explanatory power of the main

independent variables and absorb part of the trend in the dependent variable (Achen 2000; Plümper, Troeger,

andManow 2005).

To check whether errors can display temporal dependence, that is, errors are not independent from one

time period to the next, autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions are examined graphically. These

tests reveal that �rst-order autocorrelation is present and �rst di�erencing the dependent variable considerably

solves the issue 14. Moreover, since there is a problem of non-stationarity in the data on expenditures, not ac-

counting for this issue will lead to �awed hypothesis test and results can be spurious (see e.g. Fortin-Rittberger

N.d.) 15. Di�erencing the dependent variable is in fact a solution also followed in other studies in the �eld (see

Wlezien and Soroka 2003; Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008). Finally, standard errors are clustered by country

since observations from the same country in di�erent years may be dependent on each other 16. The basic

issue-speci�c model that will be estimated is the following:

∆EXP t = α0 + β1MIPt−1 + β2COMPt−1

+β3[MIPt−1 × COMPt−1] + β4LEFTt−1

+β5LSQt + β6TERMt + β7ECONt + εt

(1)

where:

∆EXP t = the change in government expenditure on a given policy domain as percentage of GDP in

year t compared with the expenditure on that policy domain in year t-1.

14Given that in few instances autocorrelation remains, in additional analyses the lagged dependent variable is also included in the
models and this does not undermine the validity of the results.

15Data are said to be non-stationary when ‘there is no tendency to return to the mean, and ... the error term exhibits a permanent
in�uence on the time-series’ (Fortin-Rittberger N.d.: 11). Signi�cant unit-roots test (Fisher-type test based onADF test) reveal the
data are not stationary.

16In fact, since Breusch-Pagan and White tests for heteroskedasticity reject the null hypothesis that the variance of the error term is
constant in some policy domains but not in others, using clustered standard errors would be a safer option.
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MIPt−1 = the proportion of public issue priority on a given policy domain in the previous year.

COMPt−1 = competitive incentives: electoral vulnerability at time t-1; electoral decidability and elect-

oral proximity at time t.

LEFTt−1 = government ideology in the previous year (1 for left-wing governments, zero otherwise).

LSQt = disproportionality of electoral system using Gallagher’s Least squares index in the current year.

TERMt = second US presidential term in the current year (1 for second presidential term, zero other-

wise).

ECONt = each economic indicator (unemployment, in�ation, GDP growth) in the current year.

α0 and εt represent the intercept and the error term. The e�ect of the competitive incentives on policy

responsiveness is given by the interaction term between public issue priorities and the competitive incentive

[MIPt−1 × COMPt−1]. If the Electoral Vulnerability Hypothesis is supported by the data, we should

expect a negative and signi�cant coe�cient for the interaction term, meaning the more vulnerable the govern-

ment (its observed maximum is -45), the more likely it would be responsive. If electoral decidability registers

the expected e�ect the coe�cient for the interaction termwould be positive, that is, themore di�erentiated the

emphasis on the issue in the party system, themore likely the governmentwould be responsive, as the Electoral

Decidability Hypothesis would predict. Finally, if the government is more responsive in the election year the

coe�cient for the interaction term should also be positive and signi�cant.

Whereas it is accepted, for the arguments exposed above, that the lag variable of public opinion is required,

it is less clear whether we should consider the current or the past value of government ideology as well as the

competitive incentives. For example, Soroka andWlezien (2010) use the lag of government ideology and vote

margins while Hobolt and Klemmensen (2008) set both government ideology and electoral uncertainty at

time t. There might be two competing arguments that it is worth considering here. On the one hand, we

could expect that what matters for the government is its current potential vulnerability and not as much if

the government was vulnerable before. In this case, the solution adopted by Hobolt and Klemmensen (2008)

would be theoretically embraceable. On the other hand, however, there might be a causality issue with this

solution, that is, are governments responsive because they are vulnerable or are they vulnerable because they

are responsive? In other words, using the dependent variable as an example, is a change in spending mediated

by government vulnerability or do governments become more vulnerable due to a change in spending? This

concern is less relevant to the other competitive incentives, electoral decidability and electoral proximity. In

fact, given that CMP data are used to capture the former, electoral decidability takes repeated values for the

whole electoral cycle and there would be no reasonable causal expectation saying that the political o�er on a
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given issue becomesmore decidable due to a change in spending. The samewould apply to electoral proximity.

For these reasons, the model for electoral vulnerability is tested with vulnerability at time t and at time t-1

whereas the models for electoral decidability and electoral proximity are tested with both the former and the

latter at time t 17.

5. Empirical Results

Results for the Electoral VulnerabilityHypothesis are reported in Table 1. Twomain �ndings seem to be clear.

Firstly, looking at the constitutive term for public opinion, when electoral vulnerability is zero (Brambor,

Clark, and Golder 2006) the coe�cient for public issue priorities is negative (and sometimes signi�cant) in all

policy domains considered but one. This would suggest that, when electoral vulnerability is zero, the more

the issue becomes salient to the public the less the government spends on the issue, con�rming the existence

of a ‘thermostatic e�ect’ (Wlezien 1995).

Secondly, when it comes to spending and given the available sample size, government’s electoral vulner-

ability seems not to have any bene�cial e�ect whatsoever for governmental responsiveness to public priorities.

More than that, the coe�cient of the interaction is usually positive, meaning that the more the government is

safe the more it is responsive. But this is only signi�cant for defence and social welfare 18. Interestingly, neither

government ideology (Left) nor the disproportionality of electoral system (LSq) seem to matter.

To interpret these �ndings more intuitively predicted values are plotted (Figure 3). It is easier to see that

when the government is extremely vulnerable (solid line) the e�ect of public priorities on government spend-

ing in both defence and social welfare signi�cantly decreases; conversely, when the government is extremely

safe (dashed line) the e�ect of public priorities on government spending in these issues signi�cantly increases.

Table 2 shows the results for the Electoral Decidability Hypothesis. Since CMP data use two single cat-

egories for social domains (welfare state expansion and welfare state limitations), health, housing and social

welfare have been aggregated into one policy category called Welfare 19. Table 2 presents results for the two

measures of electoral decidability, that is, unweighted party system dispersion (UPSD) and salience weighted

party system dispersion (SWPSD) 20. When the di�erentiation of the political o�er is included as competitive

incentive, the thermostat e�ect suggested in Table 1 seems to be vanishing. In fact, when UPSD and SWPSD

are zero, the e�ect of public priorities on spending is positive in defence, negative in education andmixed in the

17Only the results for the models with vulnerability at time t-1 are reported in the text as they are essentially identical to the ones with
vulnerability at time t.

18Note that no observations are available for housing in theUS and that observations decrease for education therefore results for these
two policy domains should be considered more carefully.

19Given that CMP data do not have a speci�c category for unemployment, this policy issue has not been included in this analysis.
20The analysis has been run also using a measure of party system dispersion weighted by vote share (VWPSD) but none of the inter-

actions was signi�cant. What seems to matter more is not party size but howmuch parties talk about the issue.
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Table 1: Electoral vulnerability and policy responsiveness (H1)

Dependent variable: Government expenditure as percentage of GDP (di�erenced)
Defence Education Health Housing Labour/Une Social welfare

Public priorities (t-1) -0.003 -0.014 -0.002 0.001 -0.007∗ -0.034∗∗

(0.004) (0.066) (0.004) (0.005) (0.003) (0.010)

Govt vulnerability (t-1) 0.000 -0.028 0.002 0.001 -0.005 -0.012∗∗

(0.001) (0.025) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.004)

Public (t-1)×Vulnerability (t-1) 0.000∗∗ 0.004 0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.002∗∗

(0.000) (0.004) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001)

Left (t-1) 0.058 -0.489 -0.056 -0.020 -0.045 0.038
(0.052) (0.758) (0.049) (0.038) (0.035) (0.075)

LSq (t) 0.002 0.012 0.005 0.001 -0.020∗ -0.002
(0.002) (0.045) (0.005) (0.002) (0.008) (0.004)

US 2nd term (t) -0.011 0.051 -0.081 -0.066 -0.061
(0.014) (0.487) (0.074) (0.133) (0.036)

In�ation (t) 0.017 -0.013 0.028 0.008 -0.028 0.014
(0.015) (0.108) (0.024) (0.010) (0.023) (0.015)

Unemployment (t) 0.003 -0.009 -0.023∗ 0.003 -0.002 0.003
(0.004) (0.031) (0.010) (0.004) (0.006) (0.004)

GDP growth (t) -0.030∗ -0.030 -0.060∗∗ -0.014 -0.058∗∗ -0.093∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.032) (0.019) (0.011) (0.016) (0.011)

War (t) -0.086∗

(0.035)

Elderly (t) 0.007
(0.016)

Constant -0.077 0.591 0.282 -0.006 0.590∗∗ 0.422∗∗∗

(0.070) (0.896) (0.241) (0.010) (0.200) (0.079)
N 94 55 82 61 87 93
R2 0.237 0.144 0.365 0.164 0.381 0.513
Note: OLS with clustered standard errors in parentheses (the HousingModel excludes the US due to data unavailability).
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Figure 3: Predicted values of government’s electoral vulnerability on responsiveness in defence and social welfare with 95 percent
con�dence intervals (based on Table 1).

welfare domains. The mediating e�ect of electoral decidability on responsiveness changes according to policy

domain. For defence, the coe�cient of the interaction between public priorities and party system dispersion

is negative and signi�cant using both the unweighted and the salience weightedmeasures. For education, only

UPSD is signi�cant and positive while for the welfare domains only SWPSD is signi�cant and negative. The

Electoral Decidability Hypothesis, which was suggesting a bene�cial e�ect of political o�er di�erentiation for

responsiveness, seems therefore to be supported only for education (although note the lower number of ob-

servations) but not for defence and welfare. In these cases, in fact, the story seems to be di�erent: higher policy

di�erentiation reduces responsiveness.

How to explain this unexpected �nding? Since governments have to deal with toomany policies, given the

large amount of requests from the citizens (Jones and Baumgartner 2005), it is plausible to argue that disagree-

ment might reduce responsiveness. Hence, electoral decidability, conceived as position taking by emphasising

the importance of certain issues compared to others, may be interpreted not only as a degree of polarisation

of the political o�er (i.e. the larger the standard deviation the more di�erentiated the o�er), but also as the

amount of di�culty governments are facing in making a policy change 21. However, if it is true that ‘when

polarisation is high, the meaning of the vote choice can be reduced to nothing more than an expression of

partisan loyalty’ (Vegetti 2014: 240), then the expected bene�cial e�ect of decidability in facilitating respons-

iveness might simply translate into party attachment when the issue is too polarised. In this sense, too much

polarisation would not be good for responsiveness either. Again, as in Table 1, government ideology and the

disproportionality of electoral system seem not to matter at all.

The interaction e�ect of SWPSD on responsiveness for defence and the welfare domains is plotted in Fig-

ure 4. When the political o�er is highly di�erentiated – considering how much parties talk about these issues

21The author thanks Stuart Soroka for raising this point.
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Table 2: Electoral decidability and policy responsiveness (H2)

Dependent variable: Government expenditure as percentage of GDP (di�erenced)
Defence (a) Defence (b) Education (a) Education (b) Welfare (a) Welfare (b)

Public priorities (t-1) 0.010∗∗ 0.011∗ -0.064 -0.045 -0.014 0.025∗

(0.003) (0.005) (0.035) (0.075) (0.022) (0.009)

UPSD (t) 0.050∗∗ -0.074 -0.041
(0.012) (0.096) (0.046)

SWPSD (t) 0.110∗∗∗ 0.164 0.161∗∗

(0.011) (0.124) (0.040)

Public (t-1)×UPSD (t) -0.003∗∗ 0.031∗ 0.004
(0.001) (0.011) (0.004)

Public (t-1)× SWPSD (t) -0.007∗∗∗ 0.024 -0.014∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.037) (0.003)

Left (t-1) 0.050 0.054∗ -0.360 -0.401 -0.034 -0.039
(0.024) (0.023) (0.617) (0.631) (0.125) (0.120)

LSq (t) 0.003 0.002 0.011 0.017 0.008 0.005
(0.002) (0.002) (0.028) (0.032) (0.007) (0.008)

US 2nd term 0.075∗ 0.061∗ 0.352 0.638 -0.059 0.070
(0.033) (0.025) (0.586) (0.732) (0.040) (0.091)

In�ation 0.007 0.010 -0.009 -0.008 0.052 0.052
(0.010) (0.009) (0.099) (0.095) (0.040) (0.035)

Unemployment 0.001 -0.001 0.016 0.005 -0.007 -0.004
(0.001) (0.001) (0.009) (0.015) (0.011) (0.011)

GDP growth -0.030 -0.030 -0.056 -0.058 -0.171∗∗∗ -0.184∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.014) (0.031) (0.029) (0.032) (0.037)

War -0.053 -0.049
(0.036) (0.030)

Constant -0.153∗∗∗ -0.143∗∗∗ 0.235 0.075 0.678∗∗ 0.257
(0.022) (0.018) (0.469) (0.567) (0.223) (0.140)

N 95 95 55 55 94 94
R2 0.201 0.228 0.056 0.059 0.437 0.458
Note: OLS with clustered standard errors in parentheses (the Welfare Models include health, housing and social welfare).
UPSD =Unweighted Party System Dispersion; SWPSD = Salience Weighted Party System Dispersion.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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in the manifestos – responsiveness decreases (dashed line), though the e�ect is slightly bigger for the welfare

domains than for defence.
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Figure 4: Predicted values of salience weighted party system dispersion on responsiveness in defence and welfare domains with 95
percent con�dence intervals (based on Table 2).

TheElectoral ProximityHypothesis is tested interacting public prioritieswith a dummyvariable that takes

value 1 for election year and zero otherwise. Results are reported in Table 3. Given that government expendit-

ures are quite sticky and do not change dramatically over time, the expectationwas that the electoral proximity

incentive would not be very strong in budgetary policy and that essentially not a higher likelihood of govern-

mental responsiveness to public priorities would occur at the election year. This hypothesis is supported in all

but one policy domains: only in social welfare, governments seem to spend slightly more at the election year

than in other years when public issue salience increases. Note that given the importance of midterm elections

in the US the midterm election year takes value 1. Not accounting for this aspect makes also the coe�cient of

the interaction for social welfare insigni�cant.

5.1. Sensitivity Analyses

The Alternative Vulnerability Hypothesis. Additional empirical tests have been done to assess the stability of

the results shown in the previous section and all these analyses are available upon request. No support for

the Electoral Vulnerability Hypothesis has been found and, in 5 out of 6 policy domains, the positive sign of

the coe�cient of the interaction between public opinion and vulnerability – though statistically signi�cant in

only 2 of them – seems to suggest the opposite expectation: the safer the government, the higher responsive-

ness. However, an alternative explanation (the Alternative Vulnerability Hypothesis) has also been proposed.

Essentially, the argument was that since public issue salience is already an incentive for governments to re-

spond, the mediating e�ect of electoral vulnerability might be more evident when the issue is not salient to

the public. To test this argument the models in Table 1 have been reestimated setting public priorities at the
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5. Empirical Results

Table 3: Electoral proximity and policy responsiveness (H3)

Dependent variable: Government expenditure as percentage of GDP (di�erenced)
Defence Education Health Housing Labour/Unemployment Social Welfare

Public priorities (t-1) 0.000 0.029 0.001 0.002 -0.006∗ -0.034∗∗

(0.005) (0.018) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.010)

Election year (t) 0.004 1.210 0.010 0.016 -0.170 -0.091
(0.052) (0.967) (0.019) (0.033) (0.105) (0.124)

Public (t-1)× Election year (t) 0.007 -0.142 -0.001 -0.005 0.004 0.041∗∗

(0.004) (0.112) (0.002) (0.004) (0.002) (0.010)

Left (t-1) 0.061 -0.359 -0.033 -0.017 -0.019 -0.025
(0.036) (0.465) (0.071) (0.022) (0.020) (0.100)

LSq (t) 0.000 0.032 -0.001 0.001 -0.018 0.003
(0.001) (0.038) (0.005) (0.001) (0.009) (0.002)

US 2nd term (t) 0.038 0.703 -0.083 -0.090 -0.004
(0.019) (0.684) (0.056) (0.141) (0.044)

In�ation (t) 0.015 -0.083 0.026 0.008 -0.0223 0.019
(0.011) (0.111) (0.024) (0.009) (0.019) (0.019)

Unemployment (t) 0.002 0.023∗∗ -0.023∗ 0.003 -0.005 0.004
(0.003) (0.007) (0.010) (0.003) (0.004) (0.005)

GDP growth (t) -0.030 -0.075∗ -0.059∗∗ -0.013 -0.056∗∗ -0.107∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.031) (0.021) (0.009) (0.016) (0.023)

War (t) -0.077
(0.038)

Elderly (t) -0.001
(0.018)

Constant -0.064 -0.198 0.412 -0.011 0.575∗∗ 0.391∗∗

(0.033) (0.122) (0.312) (0.009) (0.203) (0.090)
N 95 55 82 61 87 93
R2 0.172 0.183 0.344 0.166 0.373 0.470
Note: OLS with clustered standard errors in parentheses (the HousingModel excludes the US due to data unavailability).
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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5. Empirical Results

50th percentile, that is, when the issue is still not very salient. If the alternative argument was true we should

expect a negative and signi�cant coe�cient for vulnerability. Results are reported in Table 4, showing only

the coe�cient for electoral vulnerability (dependent variable and controls are the same as in Table 1). The �rst

series of models seems to be more accommodating towards the Alternative Vulnerability Hypothesis: when

the issue is not very salient to the public, the coe�cient for vulnerability is negative in 5 out of 6 policy do-

mains, but only signi�cant in two cases. However, when controlling for country �xed e�ects, the coe�cients

for Labour/Unemployment and SocialWelfare are no longer signi�cant and only one remains negative (while

the coe�cient for Housing turns to be signi�cant) challenging the robustness of this argument. Nevertheless,

it would still be worth retesting this hypothesis with more countries at the researcher’s disposal.

Table 4: Alternative vulnerability hypothesis (Public priorities<=50th percentile)

Defence Education Health Housing Labour/Unemployment Social Welfare
Vulnerability -0.002 -0.042 0.003 -0.001 -0.001∗∗∗ -0.009∗

(0.001) (0.033) (0.002) (0.001) (0.000) (0.004)

Vulnerability (FE) -0.001 -0.054 0.000 -0.001∗ 0.000 -0.008
(0.001) (0.038) (0.002) (0.000) (0.002) (0.005)

N 48 29 42 30 43 46
rho 0.282 0.271 0.483 0.639 0.359 0.727
R2 /R2 FE 0.309 / 0.378 0.174 / 0.191 0.295 / 0.369 0.163 / 0.182 0.248 / 0.318 0.666 / 0.686
Note: OLS with clustered standard errors in parentheses (the HousingModel excludes the US due to data unavailability).
Dependent variable and controls are the same as in Table 1. FE = Country �xed-e�ects
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Country fixed-e�ects. Theremight be the possibility that country-speci�c variables that were omitted from

the basic speci�cation in�uenced changes in government expenditures and that these omissions could po-

tentially bias the parameter estimates for the variable of interests. To account for this possibility, all models

in Tables 1-3 have been reestimated using country �xed-e�ects. Except for the coe�cient of the interaction

between public opinion and party system dispersion for the Education (a) Model in Table 2 – which turns

to be not signi�cant – all the other interaction terms remain stable. Interestingly, by controlling for country

�xed-e�ects, when statistically signi�cant, the decidability interaction it only is in the opposite direction than

expected in the Electoral Decidability Hypothesis.

Di�erent model specifications. Given that the dependent variable is change in government expenditure on

a given issue as percentage of GDP andGDP growth is one of the standard economic controls included in the

analyses, this might bias the results. All models in Tables 1-3 have been reestimated omitting this variable and

whereas results in Table 1 and 3 are identical, the coe�cients of the interaction for Education (a) and Welfare

(b) in Table 2 become insigni�cant. Anyway, this does not produce evidence in support of the Electoral De-
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cidabiity Hypothesis. An additional test adopted was the inclusion of the lagged dependent variable (LDV)

in the model. Although �rst di�erencing the dependent variable should already account for autocorrelation

problems and the inclusion of the LDV is said to absorb the e�ect of other relevant explanatory variables

(Achen 2000; Plümper, Troeger, and Manow 2005), the models have been reestimated including the LDV as

an additional robustness check. Results are not altered.

Alternative measures of electoral vulnerability. Explaining the rationale behind the vulnerability measure

adopted in this paper, the assumption was that governmental parties do actually care about what the relevant

opposition parties are doing. The opposite assumption would be that governmental parties only care about

their ownpopularity. For this reasons, models inTable 1 have been reestimated using ameasure of government

popularity (vote intentions and presidential approval for the government). Results do not change much. Al-

though the interaction between public opinion and government popularity becomes insigni�cant (but still

positive), the direction remains essentially the same supporting the �ndings in Table 1.

Alternative data. The framework of competitive incentives for policy responsiveness has been tested also

with alternative data using Soroka and Wlezien’s (2010) dataset on government spending and public prefer-

ences (consolidated spending and interpolated preferences) in Canada, the UK, and the US (see SI for details).

To test the Electoral Vulnerability Hypothesis the variable ‘approval’ has been used and in all instances (de-

fence, education, health andwelfare) the coe�cient of the interaction with public preferences was positive but

not signi�cant. Adding UPSD and SWPSD to the Soroka-Wlezien dataset to test the Electoral Decidability

Hypothesis, their interaction with public preferences is positive and signi�cant only for Defence. Finally, to

test the Electoral Proximity Hypothesis the election year dummy is included in the Soroka-Wlezien dataset its

interaction with public preferences is as well not signi�cant.

6. Conclusion and Discussion

This paper started with certain expectations that incentives coming from electoral competition (Sartori 1977;

Stimson, Mackuen, and Erikson 1995; Bartolini 1999, 2000;Manin, Przeworski, and Stokes 1999a) might have

bene�cial e�ects for policy responsiveness of governments to citizens’ priorities. Empirical analysis from �ve

advanced democracies (Canada, Germany, Spain, the UK, and the US) for the period 1980-2009 suggests that,

when it comes to budgetary policy, all these expectations should be rethought.

As often happens, even this paper’s attentionhas been captured by a puzzling result from the literature: on

the one hand, Hobolt and Klemmensen (2008) show strong �ndings in support of governmental responsive-

ness to public priorities and the importance of electoral pressure as a clear incentive for government to respond;

on the other hand, Bevan and Jennings (2014) �ndno responsivenesswhatsoever of governments to public pri-
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orities. In fact, what the authors conclude is that, unlike executive speeches and legislation, ‘spending is not

responsive to public concern about the “most important problem” in contrast to relative preferences’ (Bevan

and Jennings 2014: 52; but see Wlezien 2005). The reason why public priorities would not have an impact on

spending is that, since budgets have directional implications, changes in the most important problem/issue

question are not directional, that is, the public cannot signal whether it wantsmore or less spending on a given

policy domain (Jennings andWlezien 2012).

So this paper was motivated by the fact that maybe Bevan and Jennings’ negative �nding was perhaps due

to the fact that, unlike policy responsiveness to citizens’ preferences (Soroka andWlezien 2010), in budgetary

policy governmental responsiveness to public priorities is simply not direct but is mediated by other factors.

Moreover, another source ofmotivationwas that the few studies linkingdynamic representation/responsiveness

and competitive incentives reviewed in Section 2 are based on a very small number of countries – essentially

due to data availability issues – and tend to address the research question on a case study level or comparing

di�erences among a few number of countries (usually no more than three).

Given these premises, the author developed an empirical framework of competitive incentives for respons-

iveness, inspired by the proli�c conceptual and theoretical literature on party competition (e.g. Downs 1957;

Budge andFarlie 1983; Strom 1992; Bartolini 1999), and applied it to government spending as indicator of policy

responsiveness. Threemajor competitive incentives have been selected: electoral vulnerability of governments,

decidability of the political o�er, and electoral proximity.

The analysis produces three major �ndings, in relation to each of these incentives, and an incidental one.

First, the Electoral Vulnerability Hypothesis expected a bene�cial e�ect of government vulnerability on re-

sponsiveness. Results, instead, suggest that governments are more responsive (i.e. they spend more on the

issue when the public becomes more concerned about it) when they are safer rather than vulnerable and that

this e�ect is statistically signi�cant in defence and social welfare. Since issue salience would per se be an incent-

ive to respond (e.g. Page and Shapiro 1983; Hobolt and Klemmensen 2005; Soroka andWlezien 2010), further

analysis tried to assess whether the electoral vulnerability incentive reappears when the issue is not very salient

to the public. These additional results show that there is still room for vulnerability to play a role in those cases

in which the public is not very concerned about the issue, but these results are not strong enough to argue in

clear support of the Alternative Vulnerability Hypothesis and further research is certainly welcome.

Second, theElectoralDecidabilityHypothesis expected abene�cial conditioning e�ect of thepolitical o�er

di�erentiation on responsiveness. The analysis �nds, instead, that budgetary policy responsiveness to public

priorities is higher in some policy domains (defence and welfare domains) when the positions emphasised

by parties in their manifestos are less di�erentiated. A possible explanation for this opposite �nding would
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be that since governments are overloaded by citizens’ requests and demands (Jones and Baumgartner 2005),

it is plausible to argue that disagreement on the issue might reduce responsiveness rather than enhance it.

In fact, electoral decidability, conceived as position taking by emphasising the importance of certain issues

compared to others, may be interpreted not only as a degree of polarisation of the political o�er, but also as

the amount of di�culty governments are facing inmaking a policy change. However, also another explanation

can be proposed. if it is true that ‘when polarisation is high, the meaning of the vote choice can be reduced to

nothing more than an expression of partisan loyalty’ (Vegetti 2014: 240), then the expected bene�cial e�ect of

decidability in facilitating responsiveness might simply translate into party attachment when the issue is too

polarised. In this sense, toomuch polarisation would not be good for responsiveness either hence these results

for decidability should not be seen so strongly in opposition of the Electoral Decidability Hypothesis.

Third, given the ‘empirical law of public budgets’ (Jones et al. 2009), according to which budgetary policy

is highly incremental and occasionally punctuated by large changes, the paper was not expecting governments

to bemore responsive when elections are approaching. Indeed, there is essentially no evidence supporting that

governments would spendmore on the issue when the public becomes more concerned about the issue in the

election year also because budgets are decided one year ahead.

Interestingly, this �nding is strictly connected to another incidental �nding of this paper, that is, govern-

ment ideology seems not to matter with budget. This result is in line with the recent comparative �nding

of Epp, Lovett, and Baumgartner (2014), according to which no evidence is found that governments spend

more in line with their ideology, and, as the authors say, is relevant since it challenges the usefulness of issue

ownership theories in explaining budgetary policy.

In the light of the results of this paper, there is no desire whatsoever of generalising such �ndings nor

to dismiss the electoral competition dress too soon: despite the di�culty of collecting TSCS data to answer

these questions, a large N study is de�nitely needed – as well as the inclusion of more consensual democracies

– and this is the author’s intention for future research. In fact, though comparative data are available (but

only from the 1990s) for both government expenditure and public priorities as well as for other dimensions

of competition, it is especially harder to �nd data on vote intentions across time and space. More than that,

competitive incentives might still play a major role when responsiveness is studied with other indicators than

budgetary policy (see e.g. Hobolt and Klemmensen 2008; Hakhverdian 2010; Bernardi 2014).

Beyond the very results of this paper, two broader considerations have serious implications for policy re-

sponsiveness. In other words, how canwemeaningfully give a sense of the conclusion that competitive incent-

ives seem not to spring when it comes to budget? The �rst consideration is driven by the well-known debate

around public ignorance. Given that people have an incentive not to invest in information (Lupia and Mc-
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Cubbins 1998) and that their preferences can be uninformed (Delli Carpini andKeeter 1996) as well as unstable

and inconsistent (Bartels 2003), we might think that perhaps governments do not expect to be punished in a

so technical subject such as budgetary policy. Put it di�erently, maybe governments think that in spite of the

power of aggregation (Page and Shapiro 1992; Erikson,Mackuen, and Stimson 2002) and notwithstanding the

fact that change inmay bemoremeaningful than levels of preferences, as Soroka andWlezienmight argue, the

average citizen is essentially uninformed about how much governments spend therefore governments might

weigh out other factors more than electoral pressure.

The second consideration is related to the ‘empirical law of public budgets’ (Jones et al. 2009) and to

the recent �nding by Epp, Lovett, and Baumgartner (2014), which implies that, beyond the debate on public

ignorance, we might also want to look for other explanations not strictly involving incentives coming from

electoral competition. In other words, policy responsiveness and, more speci�cally, budgetary policy might

be better explained by looking at the decision-making and policy implementation stages of the democratic

chain or by drawingmore attention on factors that are largely beyond government’s control not just as control

variables as has been done here. Moreover and to conclude, as a general point, it would be important to unpack

public opinion considering that the ‘median’ voter (as expressed by opinion polls) can di�er from the ‘vocal’

voter (who engages in collective action) (Morales et al. 2014: 8-10).
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A. Supplementary Information

A.1. Data Sources

A.1.1. Most Important Problem/Issue

Canada: Environics Focus

Germany: Politbarometer

Spain: CIS Barometer

United Kingdom: Gallup, Ipsos-MORI (UK Policy Agendas Project)

United States: Gallup (Roper Center)

A.1.2. Vote Intentions/Presidential Approval

Canada: Environics Focus

Germany: Politbarometer

Spain: CIS Barometer

United Kingdom: WJFFP dataset (see Wlezien et al. 2013; Green and Jennings 2012b)

United States: Gallup (Policy Agendas Project)

A.1.3. Party System Dispersion

Comparative Manifestos Project (Volkens et al. 2014)

A.1.4. Government Expenditures

Defence: SIPRIMilitary Expenditure Database

Education: World Bank Development Indicators, Eurostat

Health, Housing, Labour/Unemployment, Social Welfare: OECD Social Expenditure Database
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A.2. Government’s Electoral Vulnerability Measurement

Table 5: Government’s electoral vulnerability (vote intentions)
Country Year Government Relevant Opposition
Canada 1988 PCP LP +NDP

1989 PCP LP +NDP + RPC
1990/1992 PCP LP +NDP + RPC + BQ
1993/1999 LP PCP +NDP + RPC + BQ
2000/2003 LP PCP +NDP + CA + BQ
2004 LP CPC +NDP + BQ

Germany 1986/1997 CDU-CSU + FDP SPD
1998/2004 SPD +GREENS CDU-CSU + FDP

Spain 1986/1988 PSOE AP + IU
1989/1995 PSOE PP + IU
1996/2003 PP PSOE
2004/2009 PSOE PP + IU

UK 1988 CON LAB + SDP/LIB Alliance
1989/1996 CON LAB + LD
1997/2009 LAB CON + LD

Note: Liberal Party (LP), Progressive Conservative/Conservative Party (PCP/CPC), Bloc Québécois (BQ), New
Democratic Party (NDP), and Reform Party/Canadian Alliance (RPC/CA); Social Democratic Party (SPD), Christian
Democratic Party (CDU-CSU), Liberal Party (FDP), and Greens; Union of the Democratic Centre (UCD), People’s
Alliance/People’s Party (AP/PP), Communist Party of Spain (PCE), United Left (UI), and Socialist Party (PSOE);
Conservative Party (CON), Labour Party (LAB), Liberal Party/Social Democratic and Liberal Alliance/Liberal

Democratic Party (LIB/SDP/LIB Alliance/LD).

Special case excluded: grand coalitions. How to deal with government electoral vulnerability when the

two major parties are coalition partners in the same government? One strategy would be to consider both of

them as incumbents at the same time. However, a more fascinating strategy would be to look at the strength

relationships between the two. An alternative theoretical argument would then be that both parties dislike

grand coalitions for two reasons. First, one of them will most likely lose electoral support, for one is still per-

ceived as the smaller and weaker part of the coalition. Second, even if one is the stronger part in the coalition,

such a situation will force it to compromise more than in a minimal willing coalition. There- fore, even the

stronger part looks towards a di�erent coalition government after the next election. According to this argu-

ment, coalition partners still perceive each other as the strongest contenders and, for this reason, computing

the di�erence of vote intentions between the two might still be a reasonable choice.
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A.3. CMP Categories for the Measures of Party System Dispersion

Table 6: CMP Categories for Party System Dispersion
Policy Domain CMP Category
Defence Military Positive (104) - Military Negative (105)
Education Education Expansion (506) - Education Limitation (507)
Welfare Welfare State Expansion (504) - Welfare State Limitation (505)

A.4. Soroka andWlezien (2010) Dataset for Sensitivity Analyses

Canada

Spending: sp1_def , sp5_educ, sp5_heal, sp5_welf

Public: int_all_def , int_all_educ, int_all_heal, int_all_wel

UK

Spending: sp_def , sp_educ, sp_heal, sp_pen

Public: int_all_def , int_all_educ, int_all_heal, int_all_pen

US

Spending: sp1_def , sp1_educ, sp1_heal, sp1_welf

Public: int_all_def , int_all_educ, int_all_heal, int_all_wel
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A.5. Descriptive Statistics

Table 7: Descriptive statistics

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
Expenditure defence 107 2.6 1.4 1.1 6.6
Expenditure education 85 5.2 1.3 3.2 9.1
Expenditure health 107 6.1 1.1 3.8 8.2
Expenditure housing 82 0.6 0.5 0 1.8
Expenditure labour/unemployment 107 1.8 1.1 0.4 5.2
Expenditure social welfare 107 1.1 2.4 7.8 16.4
Expenditure welfare domains 107 1.8 3.3 12.4 24.9
Public priorities defence 100 8.8 10.1 1.1 56.1
Public priorities education 81 4.3 3.9 0.0 14.7
Public priorities health 87 7.9 7.8 0.1 34.7
Public priorities housing 67 2.6 2.8 0.0 13.3
Public priorities labour/une 92 21.8 19.0 0.4 81.2
Public priorities social welfare 98 4.3 2.7 0.7 14.1
Public priorities welfare domains 99 5.5 4.0 0.6 21.2
Electoral vulnerability 106 4.4 19.6 -45.5 50.8
UPSD defence 107 1.9 1.6 0.5 6.1
SWPSD defence 107 0.8 0.7 0.1 2.5
UPSD education 107 2.3 1.1 0.1 5.4
SWPSD education 107 0.9 0.5 0.0 1.7
UPSD welfare 107 3.2 1.8 1.0 9.6
SWPSD welfare 107 2.0 1.5 0.3 7.7
Election year 107 0.3 0.5 0 1
Left 107 0.5 0.5 0 1
LSq 107 9.1 5.3 1.9 17.8
US 2nd term 107 0.1 0.3 0 1
In�ation 107 3.2 2.1 -.3 13.5
Unemployment 107 9.3 4.8 4.0 24.2
GDP growth 107 2.7 2.0 -5.2 7.3
War 107 0.3 0.5 0 1
Elderly 107 14.4 2.1 10.9 19.3
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